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Abstract—Conventional chirped-pulse (CP) phase-sensitive opti-5
cal time-domain reflectometry (CP φ-OTDR) allows the interroga-6
tion of tens of kilometers of optical fiber with high accuracies of mil-7
likelvin or nanostrain. With respect to standard coherent-detection8
φ-OTDR, it shows increased robustness to coherent fading and9
allows a linear and quantitative monitoring of the perturbations10
acting on the fiber. Its spatial resolution, however, remains a critical11
parameter and new techniques allowing its improvement without12
reducing significantly other performances (or increasing the setup13
complexity) are constantly being researched. In this paper, we14
propose a method to improve the spatial resolution of CP φ-OTDR15
without reducing the input pulse width, by means of sub-bands16
processing. The method is based on adding an optical carrier17
to the input pulse. Using digital filtering, the spectrum of the18
fiber backscatter can be split into multiple sub-bands. Each of19
these sub-bands corresponds to the fiber response generated by20
a short optical pulse, chirped over a smaller frequency range.21
This way each sub-band results in φ-OTDR measurements with22
high spatial resolution, but with a reduced SNR. A dedicated post-23
processing methodology is proposed to mitigate the SNR reduc-24
tion obtained from each sub-band, while securing high-resolution25
measurements of the perturbations acting on the fiber. Experimen-

Q1

26
tal results demonstrate the possibility of achieving CP φ-OTDR27
measurements with a 15-fold spatial resolution improvement over28
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the conventional CP analysis, at the expense of an SNR reduction 29
lower than a factor 2. 30

Index Terms—Digital signal processing, phase-sensitive optical 31
time-domain reflectometry, Rayleigh scattering. 32

I. INTRODUCTION 33

D ISTRIBUTED acoustic sensors (DAS) based on Rayleigh 34

backscattering have become fundamental elements for 35

safety applications [1], [2], particularly in harsh environ- 36

ments. The possibility of performing the analysis either in 37

time-domain or frequency-domain guarantees flexible perfor- 38

mance between coarse long-range [3] and accurate short-range 39

[4] monitoring. 40

Phase-sensitive optical time-domain reflectometry (φ-OTDR) 41

[5] is one of the most common DAS configurations due to its 42

good performance and reduced cost. It requires a pulsed coherent 43

light source that allows the interrogation of tens of kilometers of 44

optical fiber with an acoustic bandwidth of few kilohertz and a 45

spatial resolution proportional to the launched pulse width. The 46

amplitude and temporal width of the optical pulses determine the 47

amount of power backscattered from the fiber so, to guarantee 48

a sufficient signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the measurement, 49

either the amplitude must be increased, or long pulses must 50

be used. The onset of nonlinear phenomena like modulation 51

instability [6] imposes strong limits to the maximum pulse 52

amplitude allowed at the fiber input. This way, the use of long 53

pulses, which may force spatial resolutions in the order of tens 54

of meters, becomes unavoidable to obtain DAS measurements 55

with high SNR. Therefore, the use of φ-OTDR is limited to 56

those DAS applications where an accurate spatial monitoring is 57

not necessary [7], [8]. 58

In recent years, many efforts have been made to reduce the 59

drawbacks of φ-OTDR setups, specifically coherent fading [9] 60

and its nonlinear response to the perturbations acting on the 61

fiber [10]–[12]. By introducing a linear chirp into the input 62

pulse, such drawbacks can be strongly mitigated [13], [14]. 63

The CP φ-OTDR setup guarantees a linear measurement of 64

the perturbations, while securing an increased robustness to 65

coherent fading and high temperature and strain resolutions (e.g., 66

millikelvin and nanostrain levels) [15]. The spatial resolution, 67

however, remains limited by the pulse width. Possible solutions 68

for such issue can be found modifying the CP φ-OTDR setup 69

into a TGD-OFDR [16], [17], or by using optical pulse coding 70

[18] or wavelength-scanning coherent OTDR [19]. With these 71
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techniques sub-meter spatial resolutions have been achieved72

over long distances, at the cost of a higher complexity and cost73

[20].74

In this paper, we propose a method based on sub-bands75

processing to improve the spatial resolution of the CP φ-OTDR,76

with minimal changes to the original setup and without reducing77

the width of the optical pulse. An optical carrier at a specific78

frequency is added to the interrogating pulse, allowing the79

extraction of the fiber response to the chirped pulse from the80

signal received at an intermediate frequency. By using digital81

filters, the spectrum of the fiber response is divided into multiple82

sub-bands, eventually overlapped, being conceptually analogous83

to the spectra of the fiber response generated by multiple slightly84

delayed short pulses. The analysis of any one of these sub-bands85

guarantees φ-OTDR traces characterized by high resolution but86

reduced SNR and shot-to-shot maximum measurable strain-87

temperature change. By performing an averaging operation88

during the analysis of the sub-bands, a mitigation of the SNR89

reduction can be achieved.90

In this manuscript, starting from the description of the stan-91

dard CP φ-OTDR setup and extending our preliminary results92

in [21], we derive a mathematical model of the backscattered93

response generated by an interrogation signal containing a94

linearly chirped pulse and an added optical carrier at a dif-95

ferent frequency. We then describe the sub-bands processing,96

analyzing in detail the averaging operation used to mitigate97

the expectable SNR reduction obtained with this method. In98

addition, we propose an experimental setup to demonstrate the99

spatial resolution enhancement guaranteed by the sub-bands100

processing and we compare the results with those obtained from101

a standard CP φ-OTDR. By accepting a modest reduction of the102

measurement SNR and of the shot-to-shot maximum measurable103

strain-temperature change, experimental results demonstrate a104

15-fold improvement of the spatial resolution. Finally, we dis-105

cuss the advantages of overlapped sub-bands to increase the106

number of terms in the averaging operation and we optimize107

the process. To have a higher control over the fiber perturbed108

sections and to focus on the working principle of the propose109

method we used slow temperature changes as perturbations. No110

variation of the sensors dynamic capability should occur if a111

sufficient processing power is available.112

II. THEORETICAL MODEL113

In a standard CP φ-OTDR [18] the input pulse Pstd(t, z) can114

be defined as:115

Pstd (t, z) = E0rect

[
t− β1 (z)

τp

]
Pcp (t, z) (1)

where E0 is the pulse field amplitude, β1(z) =
z

∫
0
ng(z)dz/c is116

the propagation delay, τp is the pulse width and:117

Pcp (t, z) = ej2π(υ0+δυ/τp[t−β1(z)])(t−β1(z)) (2)

is the linearly chirped term with total applied chirp δυ.118

As Pstd(t, z) propagates along the fiber, it generates a119

Rayleigh backscattering signal that represents the fiber response120

to the chirped pulse. This response can be described as the convo- 121

lution ∗ of the input pulse with the fiber Rayleigh backscattering 122

profile function r(z): 123

Estd (t) = Pstd (t, z) ∗ r (z) . (3)

Upon detection Estd(t) is converted from the optical to the 124

electrical domain, resulting in a photocurrent described as: 125

Istd (t) = Estd (t)Estd
cc (t) (4)

where cc stands for complex conjugation and each time instant 126

t can be associated with a fiber position z by t = 2nz/c. 127

When a perturbation acts on a position z0 of the fiber, it 128

induces a change Δn in the local refractive index [22]. Using 129

a chirped pulse φ-OTDR to interrogate the fiber, in correspon- 130

dence to the position z0, Δn generates a linearly proportional 131

longitudinal shift Λ of the local pattern of Istd(t): 132

Δn

n
= −

(
1

υ0

)(
δυ

τp

)
Λ, (5)

which can be immediately translated into temperature or strain 133

changes (e.g., ΔT or Δε, respectively) through the relations 134

[23]: 135(
1

υ0

)(
δυ

τp

)
Λ = 0.78 ·Δε,

(
1

υ0

)(
δυ

τp

)
Λ =

(
6.92 · 10−6

) ·ΔT. (6)

By monitoring the longitudinal shifts in the pattern of Istd(t) 136

along the whole fiber, the local perturbations affecting the sens- 137

ing fiber can be completely characterized. 138

A standard CP φ-OTDR interrogates the fiber with two iden- 139

tical pulses. Those pulses generate two traces, called reference 140

Istd,r(t) and measurement Istd,m(t), obtained with a time differ- 141

ence δt. The shiftsΛ(t) over the temporal trace are calculated by 142

a temporal cross-correlation operation � over a moving window 143

along Istd,r(t) and Istd,m(t), defined by a correlation time 144

τc ∼= τp, which defines the spatial resolution: 145

Ixcorr (t) = Istd,r (t− τc, t+ τc)

� Istd,m (t− τc, t+ τc) , (7)

Λ (t) = argmax (Ixcorr (t)) . (8)

Using (6), Λ(t) is converted to the corresponding ΔT or Δε. 146

Any improvement in the spatial resolution of the CP φ-OTDR 147

is hindered by the direct detection process in (4), which scram- 148

bles the spectral information contained in the fiber response to 149

the chirped pulseEstd(t). The easiest way to solve this issue and 150

extract Estd(t) consists in implementing a coherent receiver, 151

but the necessity of a highly coherent laser, as well as the 152

increased phase noise induced by the local oscillator and the need 153

of polarization diversity in the receiver makes this alternative 154

unappealing. To measure Estd(t), we propose to modify the CP 155

φ-OTDR interrogating signal in (1) by adding to the input pulse 156

a separate optical carrier, so that: 157

P (t, z) = E0rect

[
t− β1 (z)

τp

]
(Poc (t, z) + Pcp (t, z)) , (9)
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Fig. 1. (a) Optical spectrum of the input pulse P (t, z), with δυ = 4 GHz and υ̃0 = 5 GHz. (b) Electrical spectrum of the received backscattering signal I(t)
with highlighted baseband and passband terms. (c) Input optical pulse P (t, z) with three overlapping sub-windows (N = 2, F = 2). (d) Pass-band term Ipb(f)
divided into three sub-bands. Each sub-band corresponds to the Rayleigh spectral response associated to one of the sub-windows in (c).

where:158

Poc (t, z) = ej2π(υ0−υ̃0)(t−β1(z)),

Pcp (t, z) = ej2π(υ0+δυ/τp[t−β1(z)])(t−β1(z)), (10)

are respectively the optical carrier at an optical frequency υ0 −159

υ̃0, and the chirped pulse described in (2). Note that Poc(t, z)160

and Pcp(t, z) have different central optical frequencies, as ex-161

emplified in Fig. 1(a). Due to the linearity of convolution, the162

propagation of the modified pulse P (t, z) along the fiber can be163

modelled as the generation of two backscattering components:164

E (t) = P (t, z) ∗ r (z) = Eoc (t) + Ecp (t) , (11)

and upon reception, the electrical signal becomes:165

I (t) = E (t)E∗ (t) = Ibb (t) + Ipb (t) , (12)

where Ibb(t) = |Eoc(t)|2 + |Ecp(t)|2 and, by calling �(·) the166

real part operator, Ipb(t) = 2�(Eoc(t)Ecp
∗(t)). As can be seen167

in Fig. 1(b), the spectrum Ibb(f) = F(Ibb(t)) is a baseband,168

triangularly shaped term and, if we neglect the contribution of169

the added carrier, it corresponds to the spectrum of the signal170

received by the standard CP φ-OTDR in (4). The spectrum171

Ipb(f) = F(Ipb(t)) is passband instead and, considering the172

optical carrier as a pure spectral line, it represents the fiber173

response to the chirped pulse Ecp(t). Given that the spectral174

width of Ibb(f) is twice the spectral width of Pcp(t, z), the175

frequency shift in (9) must be at least υ̃0 > δυ to avoid overlaps176

with the spectrum of Ipb(f). In the following analysis we will177

focus on Ipb(f) which, assuming that the condition for the178

frequency shift υ̃0 is satisfied, can be extracted from the received179

signal I(f) by proper digital filtering. Due to the linear chirp180

applied to Pcp(t, z), any sub-window of the input pulse in (9)181

generates a specific sub-band in Ipb(f), as can be seen in Fig. 1(c)182

and 1(d). The spectrum of each sub-band corresponds to the183

spectrum generated when interrogating the fiber with a single184

short pulse, thus its analysis guarantees a sharp spatial resolution185

(i.e., improved with respect to the use of the entire chirped pulse),186

but at the cost of a reduced SNR and maximum shot-to-shotΛ(t).187

The SNR reduction can be mitigated by exploiting the redundant188

information contained in the sub-bands: since they are extracted 189

from the same pulse they correspond to simultaneous measure- 190

ments of the same perturbations. The receiver noise affecting 191

the different high-resolution φ-OTDR sections is uncorrelated, 192

thus an averaging operation, accounting for the temporal shifts 193

introduced during the sub-bands’ extraction, can allow a strong 194

SNR reduction mitigation while securing high spatial resolution 195

measurements. 196

The measurement approach of the proposed scheme starts 197

like the conventional CP φ-OTDR, by acquiring the reference 198

Ir(t) and measurement Im(t) traces at time instants separated by 199

δt. Then, the corresponding bandpass components Ipb,r(f) and 200

Ipb, m(f) are extracted using a digital band-pass filter of width 201

δυ. As mentioned above, the spatial resolution of an OTDR setup 202

is proportional to the interrogating pulse width. Therefore, to 203

improve the resolution by a factor N , it is necessary to split 204

Ipb,r(f) and Ipb, m(f) into N independent sub-bands Inpb,r(f), 205

Inpb,m(f), n = 1, . . . N of widthΔW = δυ/N and to adapt the 206

correlation time accordingly τ̃c = τp/N . Each pair (reference 207

and measurement) of sub-bands is converted to time-domain 208

after synchronizing the filtering induced time shift: 209

Inpb,r (t) = F−1
{
e−j2πf(n−1)τ̃cInpb,r (f)

}
,

Inpb,m (t) = F−1
{
e−j2πf(n−1)τ̃cInpb,m (f)

}
. (13)

The cross-correlation traces obtained from (7) are computed 210

for each corresponding pair of Inpb,r(t) and Inpb,m(t), using the 211

reduced correlation time τ̃c so that: 212

Inxcorr (t) = Inpb,r (t− τ̃c, t+ τ̃c) � I
n
pb,m (t− τ̃c, t+ τ̃c) (14)

and then averaged into a single one: 213

Ixcorr (t) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

Inxcorr (t) . (15)

The shifts Λ(t) along the fiber are then extracted using the 214

operation in (8) and converted to the corresponding temperature 215

or strain change through the equations in (6). 216
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the experimental setup (the acronyms are explained in the text).

Averaging the cross-correlation traces Inxcorr(t) as described217

in (15) is key for the operation of the proposed method to218

increase the spatial resolution of the CP φ-OTDR, as it mitigates219

the critical SNR reduction induced when dividing Ipb(f) into220

sub-bands. The extraction of Λ(t) in (8) works properly only221

when the central correlation peak is the highest, but if two traces222

with low SNR are used in (14), noise-induced side peaks at223

random lags may exhibit higher magnitudes. In such cases, Λ(t)224

extracted from (8) is an outlier value and does not represent the225

perturbation affecting the fiber. Even after averaging all the shifts226

extracted from the N different correlation traces, the results will227

only be comparable (in terms of SNR) to the ones obtained using228

directly a single short pulse, thus generally with an SNR being229

too low to be useful. However, since the noise-induced side peaks230

in (1) appear at different lags for different cross-correlation231

traces, their amplitude can be significantly dampened by av-232

eraging Inxcorr(t), allowing a correct extraction of the central233

correlation peak shift. It is not possible to use an arbitrary234

high value of N since a too low SNR and correlation time235

will generate chaotic results with no recoverable information.236

Since each sub-window corresponds to a shorter pulse, also237

the maximum Λ(t) measurable shot-to-shot will be reduced.238

However, using standard parameters, such value will still be239

enough to monitor the vast majority of usual perturbations. The240

slight unevenness (<5 dB) of the band Ipb(f) visible in Fig. 1(d)241

does not influence the quality of the results since the method is242

based on temporal cross-correlations. Such distortion will only243

impact slightly the amplitude of the correlation traces, but not the244

information of the temperature-strain perturbations contained in245

the temporal shift of the correlation peak.246

So far, the description of the method has been based on the247

use of non-overlapping independent sub-windows, exhibiting248

uncorrelated noise that guarantees an efficient noise reduction249

by the averaging operation in (15). Such efficiency is reduced250

if partially overlapped sub-windows are used. This is because251

of the increased noise correlation; however, a larger number252

of terms available for averaging can compensate this effect,253

securing a good mitigation of the SNR reduction. Defining the254

shift between the central frequency of consecutive sub-bands255

as δW = ΔW/F , with F being an integer number called256

overlap factor, Ñ = F (N − 1) + 1 > N partially overlapped257

sub-bands can be extracted settingF > 1. Since the noise of pro-258

gressively overlapped sub-bands exhibits a growing correlation,259

the improvement provided by higher F value will saturate. The260

analysis of the SNR gain given by F can be found in Section V.261

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP262

Fig. 2 shows the setup used to experimentally demonstrate263

the performance of the proposed method based on sub-bands264

processing. A low phase-noise, continuous-wave laser at λ0 = 265

1550 nm is connected to a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) 266

after passing a polarization controller (PC), to avoid polariza- 267

tion dependent losses. The MZM modulates the amplitude of 268

the laser output according to a driving signal generated by an 269

arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). The signal consists of 270

rectangular chirped pulses at rate R ∼= 1.67 kHz with temporal 271

width τp = 200 ns, total applied chirp δυ = 4 GHz, and fre- 272

quency shift υ̃0 = 5 GHz. The larger δυ with respect to usual 273

values (∼1 GHz) partially compensates the reduction in the 274

maximum measurable Λ(t) caused by sub-bands processing. 275

A semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), with rise time of 276

1 ns and driven by a different (but synchronized) channel of the 277

AWG, is used to increase the extinction ratio of the pulses. The 278

optical spectrum of the modulated signal at the output of the SOA 279

exhibits a central carrier atλ0 and two symmetrical flat sidebands 280

of same width δυ, but opposite chirp rate, representing the 281

spectrum of the linearly chirped pulses. By adjusting the MZM 282

bias voltage, the amplitude of the carrier is reduced to match the 283

peak amplitude of the sidebands, thus avoiding photodetector 284

saturation due to strong DC components. To compensate the 285

losses introduced mostly by the MZM, an erbium-doped fiber 286

amplifier (EDFA) is inserted to boost the pulse power as much 287

as possible but avoiding the onset of modulation instability. The 288

amplified spontaneous emission noise (ASE) introduced by the 289

EDFA is removed by a reflective fiber Bragg grating (FBG) 290

filter, centered at λ0, before launching the pulses into the fiber 291

under test (FUT). The backscattering signal E(t) generated by 292

the FUT, whose spectrum still exhibits a double sideband modu- 293

lation, is amplified by a second EDFA at the receiver front-end, 294

followed by a narrow band (NB) optical filter. The bandwidth of 295

the NB filter is tuned to suppress one of the chirped sidebands 296

(with a high rejection of more than 30 dB) and the ASE. Note 297

that while the choice of which sideband must be suppressed is 298

irrelevant for the method, their chirp rate shows opposite sign 299

thus affecting the sign of the results if not properly taken into 300

account. Finally, a 12 GHz photodetector (PD), followed by an 301

oscilloscope (OSC) triggered by the AWG is used to collect the 302

received traces I(t). Such traces are directly low-pass filtered by 303

the OSC with a cut-off frequency fLPF = 9.5 GHz to remove 304

high-frequency noise. The decision of inserting the NB filter 305

at the end of the setup was taken after observing that no gain 306

reduction was induced in the first EDFA when both sidebands 307

of the input pulse were being amplified. This solution allowed 308

to minimize the total amount of ASE reaching the PD, thus 309

improving the received signal quality. 310

The FUT consists of a standard single-mode optical fiber 311

of length LFUT
∼= 100 m which incorporates aluminum alloy 312

wires running in parallel to the fiber. The wires can be made 313

accessible in various points where the FUT can be heated up 314
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Fig. 3. (a) Temperature changes measured for different spatial resolutions with fixed overlap factorF = 7. The black dashed line represents the applied temperature
change. (b) Temperature change measured over a temporal interval of 9 seconds (using N = 10 and F = 7). The red dashed lines identify the heated fiber section
of length Lp. (c) Comparison between the measured temperature change magnitude with respect to the applied one.

through Joule effect by applying a voltage VFUT between any315

two accessible points. The fiber-wire bundle is covered by a316

thick polymeric coating that allows for partial isolation from317

external perturbations, thus ideally securing a uniform and effi-318

cient temperature change. The temperature changes in the fiber319

as a function of the current are calibrated using standard CP320

phase sensitive reflectometry methods [18].321

IV. RESULTS322

To experimentally demonstrate the spatial resolution im-323

provement provided by sub-bands processing, a segment of the324

FUT of length Lp = 2.5 m, centered at position z = 33.5 m,325

has been heated up uniformly by applying a constant voltage326

VFUT = 1.2 V to the metallic wires attached to the FUT. The327

oscilloscope is set to acquire214 traces at a rateR, monitoring the328

perturbation acting on the fiber for about 9 seconds. To smooth329

down fast environmental changes that could reduce the quality330

of the correlation operation in (14), the traces collected every331

three consecutive acquisitions have been averaged, limiting the332

effective measurement rate to Reff
∼= 550 Hz. To secure a333

visible temperature change, two arbitrary traces separated by334

δt = 0.24 s, have been selected as Ir(t) and Im(t), and the335

corresponding passband terms Ipb,r(f) and Ipb,m(f) have been336

extracted with a digital rectangular passband filter of width δυ.337

Finally, the overlap factor has been set to F = 7 based on the338

optimization process described in Section V.339

The proposed method has then been executed for different340

values of N = [1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 13, 15],corresponding to spa-341

tial resolutions of SR = [20, 10, 5, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1.3] m and342

a total number of sub-bands Ñ = [1, 8, 22, 50, 64, 85, 99].343

Results are shown in Fig. 3(a), where we can see that, for the344

values ofN < 8, corresponding to spatial resolutions larger than345

Lp = 2.5 m, the measured results show a hot-spot with distorted346

magnitude, spread over a section of the fiber proportional to347

the spatial resolution. In these cases, the longitudinal shift Λ of348

the local pattern of the backscattering trace Inpb,m(t) occupies349

at most a fraction of the correlation window τ̃c. Consequently, 350

no improvement in the spatial resolution can be observed in 351

Fig. 3(a) for N < 8, resulting in a temperature change pro- 352

file having a distorted hot-spot. This effect can be especially 353

observed for values of N ≤ 4, when the amplitudes and the 354

full-width at half-maximum of the measured hot-spot are visibly 355

different from the applied temperature change (represented in the 356

figure by the black dashed line). For values of N ≥ 8, however, 357

the size of the correlation window τ̃c is equal or shorter than 358

the perturbed segment Lp. Hence, the temporal correlation in 359

(14) correctly estimates the temperature-induced shifts with an 360

improved spatial resolution. The results of the proposed method 361

agree very well with the real applied temperature change. Ob- 362

serving the lines corresponding toN ≥ 8 in Fig. 3(a), the effects 363

of the increased spatial resolution can be verified by the sharper 364

transitions in the temperature profile. Finally, Fig. 3(a) also 365

shows that the procedure introduces only a minimal measure- 366

ment SNR degradation, which can be verified by the small 367

increase in the temperature profile oscillations out of the hot-spot 368

location. This result confirms that the averaging operation be- 369

tween the traces Inxcorr(t) computed from overlapped sub-bands 370

is an effective solution for compensating the SNR reduction. 371

It must be pointed out that the change in the input pulse indeed 372

does not influence the high performance of the standard CP 373

φ-OTDR setup such as the robustness to signal fading or the 374

high sensitivity. This can be verified by tracking the temperature 375

change of the fiber section around the position z = 33.5 m 376

during the 9 s of acquisition. The results are shown in Fig. 3(b) 377

and 3(c) where a linearly growing temperature change around 378

the hot-spot can be observed over time without distortion or 379

signal loss. For this measurement N = 15 has been chosen, 380

thus securing a spatial resolution of SR = 1.3 m. As can be 381

seen, the magnitude of the measured ΔT closely follows the 382

applied perturbation and the position of the hot-spot is correctly 383

identified, spread over a fiber section of length Lp. 384

To compare the advantages in monitoring long perturbations 385

obtained by the sub-bands processing with respect to the original 386
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Fig. 4. (a) Temperature change over 25 meters measured with the original chirped-pulse φ-OTDR method (SR = 20 meter) (blue line) and with the proposed
high resolution method (N = 10→ SR = 2 m, F = 7) (red line). (b) Comparison between the temperature profile measured with the original method and pulses
of τp = 20 ns, providing a spatial resolution SR = 2 m (blue line) and the temperature profile measured with the proposed high resolution method using pulses
of τp = 200 ns and setting N = 10, thus SR = 2 m and F = 7.

CP φ-OTDR, a temperature change has been induced on a fiber387

segment of length Lp = 25 m, centered around the position388

z = 37 m. As before, the temperature change has been gener-389

ated through Joule heating of the metallic wires. However, to390

guarantee a visible perturbation over such a long fiber segment,391

the applied voltage has been raised up to VFUT = 8 V. The392

traces have been first collected using the standard CP φ-OTDR393

setup, sending pulses of width τp = 200 ns to provide a spa-394

tial resolution of SR = 20 m. After the acquisition, the power395

supply was turned off to let the fiber cool down to room temper-396

ature before turning it on again and measure with the proposed397

high-resolution setup. The measurement results obtained by both398

systems are shown in Fig. 4(a), where the blue line represents the399

temperature profile extracted with the standard setup, while the400

red one represents the high-resolution curve obtained through401

sub-bands processing. The reference and measurement traces402

have been separated by δt = 0.24 s in the two cases and a403

value of N = 15 has been chosen. As can be seen, the results404

obtained from both setups correctly identify the position and the405

magnitude of the perturbation but, as expected, the transients of406

the trace computed from the original CP φ-OTDR are much407

longer than the transients of the trace extracted by applying408

sub-bands processing. Moreover, the increased spatial resolution409

allows a more accurate evaluation of the perturbation affecting410

the fiber. In particular, the trace obtained by applying sub-bands411

processing highlights a non-uniform temperature profile along412

the perturbed fiber section, which is hidden in the standard413

setup by its low spatial resolution. The high-resolution trace414

exhibits a 2-fold reduction in the SNR evaluated outside the415

hot-spot region, compared to the trace measured with the original416

setup. Nevertheless, such an SNR reduction has only a negligible417

impact on the results quality.418

A final demonstration of the performance improvement pro-419

vided by the proposed method has been realized by comparing420

the measurements of a Lp = 2.5 m-long temperature change421

obtained by a standard CP φ-OTDR with a 2 m spatial res-422

olution and the proposed method with the same resolution.423

For this, a standard CP φ-OTDR has been implemented using424

pulses of τp = 20 ns and a total applied chirp of δυ = 0.4 GHz. 425

The proposed high-resolution CP φ-OTDR has been however 426

implemented with much longer pulses of τp = 200 ns, chirp 427

of δυ = 4 GHz, and N = 10 sub-bands, securing the same 428

spatial resolution of SR = 2 m. As can be seen in Fig. 4(b), 429

the temperature profile measured with sub-bands processing 430

exhibits a much higher measurement quality compared to the 431

one obtained by the standard setup. Indeed, while the measured 432

temperature change matches the applied perturbation in both 433

cases, the measurement with the standard setup shows high- 434

amplitude spikes caused in the cross-correlation process due to 435

the low measurement SNR. This way, result clearly demonstrates 436

the significant improvement provided by the setup and sub-band 437

processing proposed. 438

V. OVERLAP FACTOR OPTIMIZATION 439

Section II described the technique proposed in this paper 440

based on the extraction of overlapped sub-bands from the spec- 441

trum Ipb(f), followed by an averaging process to mitigate the 442

consequent SNR reduction. To extract overlapped sub-bands, 443

the central frequency of the applied digital passband filter is 444

shifted in steps of δW = ΔW/F , where F is an integer number 445

called overlap factor. Using then a factor F > 1 results in 446

Ñ = F (N − 1) + 1 > N overlapped sub-bands. Assuming the 447

noise affecting Ipb(f) to be white, for F = 1 the N independent 448

sub-bands will all have uncorrelated noise. This can secure the 449

maximum efficiency in the averaging process described in (15), 450

to reduce the error in the estimation of the shiftsΛ(t). Using large 451

values of F , a high number of windows can be exploited for 452

averaging; however, the noise affecting overlapped sub-bands 453

becomes progressively more correlated and the efficiency of the 454

averaging process is reduced. A high value of F will not then 455

proving any benefit. Nevertheless, low values ofF still guarantee 456

significant SNR mitigation gains. This is clearly represented in 457

Fig. 5(a), which shows the retrieved temperature profile over an 458

unperturbed fiber section (i.e., the impact of the system noise) 459

for different overlap factors F . Fig. 5(b) shows the temperature 460
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Fig. 5. (a) Comparison between the unperturbed sections of the fiber measured for different values of F ; (b) Normalized standard deviation σ for different values
of F compared with the normalized standard deviations of the original setup with different spatial resolutions.

standard deviation measured over fiber locations out of the461

applied hot-spot, showing a strong reduction of the temperature462

noise when increasing F from 1 to 7. The improvement is463

however significantly reduced when F is increased to 14. The464

total chirp δυ applied to the pulse affects the overlap factor,465

since for a given F a larger chirp implies a larger bandwidth of466

the K sub-bands and a lower noise correlation. To achieve the467

highest SNR mitigation gain, the optimal value ofF must then be468

identified every time the pulse parameters are changed. However,469

often the value ofF = 7 can be considered a default considering470

that the complexity of the algorithm increases for increasing471

values of F and that the normalized standard deviation does not472

change significantly beyond that value.473

The easiest way to identify the optimum value of the overlap474

factor consists in computing the noise standard deviation σ of475

the retrieved temperature profile as a function of F . The data476

represented in Fig. 4(a) are used to perform this analysis, in order477

to allow a comparison of the σ achieved with our technique with478

respect to the original setup. For our setup, the overlap factor F479

has been varied from 1 to 20 and the σF have been computed480

in the short unperturbed fiber section S = [70, 95] m since, as481

can be seen in Fig. 5(a), the noise evolves over lengths much482

shorter than the spatial resolution and the high spatial sampling483

guarantees a sufficiently accurate estimation. For the original484

setup, where the input pulse width has been set to τp = 200 ns to485

provide a SR = 20 m, the standard deviation σ20m is computed486

over the same section S. The σF have been normalized then to487

σ20m to highlight the SNR reduction introduced by our technique488

with respect to the original system. As can be seen in Fig. 5(b),489

the σF show a decreasing behavior for increasing values of F ,490

which corresponds to a progressively stronger mitigation of the491

SNR reduction. The curve saturates at a mean value of 1.77492

after F = 7, proving that the proposed method may achieve493

a significant SR improvement at the cost of a SNR reduction494

lower than a factor 2 with respect to the original setup. Since an495

overlap factor greater than F = 7 does not provide any further496

improvement, it can be considered as the optimal one for the497

chosen parameters. For the sake of comparison, the normalized498

standard variation of the noise σ2m of the original setup when a499

pulse of width τp = 20 ns, SR = 2 m, is used (data represented 500

in Fig. 4(b)) is added to Fig. 5(b). As can be seen, in such a case 501

our technique guarantees better performance even without using 502

overlapped sub-bands. 503

VI. CONCLUSION 504

In this paper, a method to improve the spatial resolution of 505

CP φ-OTDR systems based on sub-bands processing has been 506

proposed and experimentally demonstrated. The division of the 507

fiber response to the chirped pulse into spectral sub-bands, and 508

the consequent processing, allows to convert a measurement 509

performed with a long pulse (and hence a low spatial resolution), 510

in a measurement with high spatial resolution at the cost of a 511

slightly reduced SNR (less than a factor 2 in our demonstration). 512

The reduced pulse width caused by the sub-band processing, 513

proportionally limits the maximum shot-to-shot measurable 514

temperature or strain gradient. However, for the trigger rates 515

and chirp bandwidths used in this work this range reduction 516

still allow measuring the vast majority of physical processes 517

of interest (e.g., intrusions, small seismic features, etc.). Note 518

that in all cases, the actual measurement range can exceed 519

substantially that one allowed by the chirp bandwidth, simply 520

by using temporally adjacent traces and keeping track of the 521

previous measurements [24]. Note also that to avoid distortions 522

in the linear chirp generated by the MZM, the intensity of the 523

driving signal generated by the AWG has to be reduced, limiting 524

the magnitude of the generated chirped sidebands and conse- 525

quently the maximum measurement range. By implementing 526

more precise techniques to realize the sidebands or by finding 527

a different way to add the carrier to the input pulse, without 528

increasing the phase noise, such limitation can be further relaxed. 529
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High-Resolution Chirped-Pulse φ-OTDR by Means
of Sub-Bands Processing
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Abstract—Conventional chirped-pulse (CP) phase-sensitive opti-5
cal time-domain reflectometry (CP φ-OTDR) allows the interroga-6
tion of tens of kilometers of optical fiber with high accuracies of mil-7
likelvin or nanostrain. With respect to standard coherent-detection8
φ-OTDR, it shows increased robustness to coherent fading and9
allows a linear and quantitative monitoring of the perturbations10
acting on the fiber. Its spatial resolution, however, remains a critical11
parameter and new techniques allowing its improvement without12
reducing significantly other performances (or increasing the setup13
complexity) are constantly being researched. In this paper, we14
propose a method to improve the spatial resolution of CP φ-OTDR15
without reducing the input pulse width, by means of sub-bands16
processing. The method is based on adding an optical carrier17
to the input pulse. Using digital filtering, the spectrum of the18
fiber backscatter can be split into multiple sub-bands. Each of19
these sub-bands corresponds to the fiber response generated by20
a short optical pulse, chirped over a smaller frequency range.21
This way each sub-band results in φ-OTDR measurements with22
high spatial resolution, but with a reduced SNR. A dedicated post-23
processing methodology is proposed to mitigate the SNR reduc-24
tion obtained from each sub-band, while securing high-resolution25
measurements of the perturbations acting on the fiber. Experimen-

Q1

26
tal results demonstrate the possibility of achieving CP φ-OTDR27
measurements with a 15-fold spatial resolution improvement over28
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the conventional CP analysis, at the expense of an SNR reduction 29
lower than a factor 2. 30

Index Terms—Digital signal processing, phase-sensitive optical 31
time-domain reflectometry, Rayleigh scattering. 32

I. INTRODUCTION 33

D ISTRIBUTED acoustic sensors (DAS) based on Rayleigh 34

backscattering have become fundamental elements for 35

safety applications [1], [2], particularly in harsh environ- 36

ments. The possibility of performing the analysis either in 37

time-domain or frequency-domain guarantees flexible perfor- 38

mance between coarse long-range [3] and accurate short-range 39

[4] monitoring. 40

Phase-sensitive optical time-domain reflectometry (φ-OTDR) 41

[5] is one of the most common DAS configurations due to its 42

good performance and reduced cost. It requires a pulsed coherent 43

light source that allows the interrogation of tens of kilometers of 44

optical fiber with an acoustic bandwidth of few kilohertz and a 45

spatial resolution proportional to the launched pulse width. The 46

amplitude and temporal width of the optical pulses determine the 47

amount of power backscattered from the fiber so, to guarantee 48

a sufficient signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the measurement, 49

either the amplitude must be increased, or long pulses must 50

be used. The onset of nonlinear phenomena like modulation 51

instability [6] imposes strong limits to the maximum pulse 52

amplitude allowed at the fiber input. This way, the use of long 53

pulses, which may force spatial resolutions in the order of tens 54

of meters, becomes unavoidable to obtain DAS measurements 55

with high SNR. Therefore, the use of φ-OTDR is limited to 56

those DAS applications where an accurate spatial monitoring is 57

not necessary [7], [8]. 58

In recent years, many efforts have been made to reduce the 59

drawbacks of φ-OTDR setups, specifically coherent fading [9] 60

and its nonlinear response to the perturbations acting on the 61

fiber [10]–[12]. By introducing a linear chirp into the input 62

pulse, such drawbacks can be strongly mitigated [13], [14]. 63

The CP φ-OTDR setup guarantees a linear measurement of 64

the perturbations, while securing an increased robustness to 65

coherent fading and high temperature and strain resolutions (e.g., 66

millikelvin and nanostrain levels) [15]. The spatial resolution, 67

however, remains limited by the pulse width. Possible solutions 68

for such issue can be found modifying the CP φ-OTDR setup 69

into a TGD-OFDR [16], [17], or by using optical pulse coding 70

[18] or wavelength-scanning coherent OTDR [19]. With these 71

0733-8724 © 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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techniques sub-meter spatial resolutions have been achieved72

over long distances, at the cost of a higher complexity and cost73

[20].74

In this paper, we propose a method based on sub-bands75

processing to improve the spatial resolution of the CP φ-OTDR,76

with minimal changes to the original setup and without reducing77

the width of the optical pulse. An optical carrier at a specific78

frequency is added to the interrogating pulse, allowing the79

extraction of the fiber response to the chirped pulse from the80

signal received at an intermediate frequency. By using digital81

filters, the spectrum of the fiber response is divided into multiple82

sub-bands, eventually overlapped, being conceptually analogous83

to the spectra of the fiber response generated by multiple slightly84

delayed short pulses. The analysis of any one of these sub-bands85

guarantees φ-OTDR traces characterized by high resolution but86

reduced SNR and shot-to-shot maximum measurable strain-87

temperature change. By performing an averaging operation88

during the analysis of the sub-bands, a mitigation of the SNR89

reduction can be achieved.90

In this manuscript, starting from the description of the stan-91

dard CP φ-OTDR setup and extending our preliminary results92

in [21], we derive a mathematical model of the backscattered93

response generated by an interrogation signal containing a94

linearly chirped pulse and an added optical carrier at a dif-95

ferent frequency. We then describe the sub-bands processing,96

analyzing in detail the averaging operation used to mitigate97

the expectable SNR reduction obtained with this method. In98

addition, we propose an experimental setup to demonstrate the99

spatial resolution enhancement guaranteed by the sub-bands100

processing and we compare the results with those obtained from101

a standard CP φ-OTDR. By accepting a modest reduction of the102

measurement SNR and of the shot-to-shot maximum measurable103

strain-temperature change, experimental results demonstrate a104

15-fold improvement of the spatial resolution. Finally, we dis-105

cuss the advantages of overlapped sub-bands to increase the106

number of terms in the averaging operation and we optimize107

the process. To have a higher control over the fiber perturbed108

sections and to focus on the working principle of the propose109

method we used slow temperature changes as perturbations. No110

variation of the sensors dynamic capability should occur if a111

sufficient processing power is available.112

II. THEORETICAL MODEL113

In a standard CP φ-OTDR [18] the input pulse Pstd(t, z) can114

be defined as:115

Pstd (t, z) = E0rect

[
t− β1 (z)

τp

]
Pcp (t, z) (1)

where E0 is the pulse field amplitude, β1(z) =
z

∫
0
ng(z)dz/c is116

the propagation delay, τp is the pulse width and:117

Pcp (t, z) = ej2π(υ0+δυ/τp[t−β1(z)])(t−β1(z)) (2)

is the linearly chirped term with total applied chirp δυ.118

As Pstd(t, z) propagates along the fiber, it generates a119

Rayleigh backscattering signal that represents the fiber response120

to the chirped pulse. This response can be described as the convo- 121

lution ∗ of the input pulse with the fiber Rayleigh backscattering 122

profile function r(z): 123

Estd (t) = Pstd (t, z) ∗ r (z) . (3)

Upon detection Estd(t) is converted from the optical to the 124

electrical domain, resulting in a photocurrent described as: 125

Istd (t) = Estd (t)Estd
cc (t) (4)

where cc stands for complex conjugation and each time instant 126

t can be associated with a fiber position z by t = 2nz/c. 127

When a perturbation acts on a position z0 of the fiber, it 128

induces a change Δn in the local refractive index [22]. Using 129

a chirped pulse φ-OTDR to interrogate the fiber, in correspon- 130

dence to the position z0, Δn generates a linearly proportional 131

longitudinal shift Λ of the local pattern of Istd(t): 132

Δn

n
= −

(
1

υ0

)(
δυ

τp

)
Λ, (5)

which can be immediately translated into temperature or strain 133

changes (e.g., ΔT or Δε, respectively) through the relations 134

[23]: 135(
1

υ0

)(
δυ

τp

)
Λ = 0.78 ·Δε,

(
1

υ0

)(
δυ

τp

)
Λ =

(
6.92 · 10−6

) ·ΔT. (6)

By monitoring the longitudinal shifts in the pattern of Istd(t) 136

along the whole fiber, the local perturbations affecting the sens- 137

ing fiber can be completely characterized. 138

A standard CP φ-OTDR interrogates the fiber with two iden- 139

tical pulses. Those pulses generate two traces, called reference 140

Istd,r(t) and measurement Istd,m(t), obtained with a time differ- 141

ence δt. The shiftsΛ(t) over the temporal trace are calculated by 142

a temporal cross-correlation operation � over a moving window 143

along Istd,r(t) and Istd,m(t), defined by a correlation time 144

τc ∼= τp, which defines the spatial resolution: 145

Ixcorr (t) = Istd,r (t− τc, t+ τc)

� Istd,m (t− τc, t+ τc) , (7)

Λ (t) = argmax (Ixcorr (t)) . (8)

Using (6), Λ(t) is converted to the corresponding ΔT or Δε. 146

Any improvement in the spatial resolution of the CP φ-OTDR 147

is hindered by the direct detection process in (4), which scram- 148

bles the spectral information contained in the fiber response to 149

the chirped pulseEstd(t). The easiest way to solve this issue and 150

extract Estd(t) consists in implementing a coherent receiver, 151

but the necessity of a highly coherent laser, as well as the 152

increased phase noise induced by the local oscillator and the need 153

of polarization diversity in the receiver makes this alternative 154

unappealing. To measure Estd(t), we propose to modify the CP 155

φ-OTDR interrogating signal in (1) by adding to the input pulse 156

a separate optical carrier, so that: 157

P (t, z) = E0rect

[
t− β1 (z)

τp

]
(Poc (t, z) + Pcp (t, z)) , (9)
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Fig. 1. (a) Optical spectrum of the input pulse P (t, z), with δυ = 4 GHz and υ̃0 = 5 GHz. (b) Electrical spectrum of the received backscattering signal I(t)
with highlighted baseband and passband terms. (c) Input optical pulse P (t, z) with three overlapping sub-windows (N = 2, F = 2). (d) Pass-band term Ipb(f)
divided into three sub-bands. Each sub-band corresponds to the Rayleigh spectral response associated to one of the sub-windows in (c).

where:158

Poc (t, z) = ej2π(υ0−υ̃0)(t−β1(z)),

Pcp (t, z) = ej2π(υ0+δυ/τp[t−β1(z)])(t−β1(z)), (10)

are respectively the optical carrier at an optical frequency υ0 −159

υ̃0, and the chirped pulse described in (2). Note that Poc(t, z)160

and Pcp(t, z) have different central optical frequencies, as ex-161

emplified in Fig. 1(a). Due to the linearity of convolution, the162

propagation of the modified pulse P (t, z) along the fiber can be163

modelled as the generation of two backscattering components:164

E (t) = P (t, z) ∗ r (z) = Eoc (t) + Ecp (t) , (11)

and upon reception, the electrical signal becomes:165

I (t) = E (t)E∗ (t) = Ibb (t) + Ipb (t) , (12)

where Ibb(t) = |Eoc(t)|2 + |Ecp(t)|2 and, by calling �(·) the166

real part operator, Ipb(t) = 2�(Eoc(t)Ecp
∗(t)). As can be seen167

in Fig. 1(b), the spectrum Ibb(f) = F(Ibb(t)) is a baseband,168

triangularly shaped term and, if we neglect the contribution of169

the added carrier, it corresponds to the spectrum of the signal170

received by the standard CP φ-OTDR in (4). The spectrum171

Ipb(f) = F(Ipb(t)) is passband instead and, considering the172

optical carrier as a pure spectral line, it represents the fiber173

response to the chirped pulse Ecp(t). Given that the spectral174

width of Ibb(f) is twice the spectral width of Pcp(t, z), the175

frequency shift in (9) must be at least υ̃0 > δυ to avoid overlaps176

with the spectrum of Ipb(f). In the following analysis we will177

focus on Ipb(f) which, assuming that the condition for the178

frequency shift υ̃0 is satisfied, can be extracted from the received179

signal I(f) by proper digital filtering. Due to the linear chirp180

applied to Pcp(t, z), any sub-window of the input pulse in (9)181

generates a specific sub-band in Ipb(f), as can be seen in Fig. 1(c)182

and 1(d). The spectrum of each sub-band corresponds to the183

spectrum generated when interrogating the fiber with a single184

short pulse, thus its analysis guarantees a sharp spatial resolution185

(i.e., improved with respect to the use of the entire chirped pulse),186

but at the cost of a reduced SNR and maximum shot-to-shotΛ(t).187

The SNR reduction can be mitigated by exploiting the redundant188

information contained in the sub-bands: since they are extracted 189

from the same pulse they correspond to simultaneous measure- 190

ments of the same perturbations. The receiver noise affecting 191

the different high-resolution φ-OTDR sections is uncorrelated, 192

thus an averaging operation, accounting for the temporal shifts 193

introduced during the sub-bands’ extraction, can allow a strong 194

SNR reduction mitigation while securing high spatial resolution 195

measurements. 196

The measurement approach of the proposed scheme starts 197

like the conventional CP φ-OTDR, by acquiring the reference 198

Ir(t) and measurement Im(t) traces at time instants separated by 199

δt. Then, the corresponding bandpass components Ipb,r(f) and 200

Ipb, m(f) are extracted using a digital band-pass filter of width 201

δυ. As mentioned above, the spatial resolution of an OTDR setup 202

is proportional to the interrogating pulse width. Therefore, to 203

improve the resolution by a factor N , it is necessary to split 204

Ipb,r(f) and Ipb, m(f) into N independent sub-bands Inpb,r(f), 205

Inpb,m(f), n = 1, . . . N of widthΔW = δυ/N and to adapt the 206

correlation time accordingly τ̃c = τp/N . Each pair (reference 207

and measurement) of sub-bands is converted to time-domain 208

after synchronizing the filtering induced time shift: 209

Inpb,r (t) = F−1
{
e−j2πf(n−1)τ̃cInpb,r (f)

}
,

Inpb,m (t) = F−1
{
e−j2πf(n−1)τ̃cInpb,m (f)

}
. (13)

The cross-correlation traces obtained from (7) are computed 210

for each corresponding pair of Inpb,r(t) and Inpb,m(t), using the 211

reduced correlation time τ̃c so that: 212

Inxcorr (t) = Inpb,r (t− τ̃c, t+ τ̃c) � I
n
pb,m (t− τ̃c, t+ τ̃c) (14)

and then averaged into a single one: 213

Ixcorr (t) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

Inxcorr (t) . (15)

The shifts Λ(t) along the fiber are then extracted using the 214

operation in (8) and converted to the corresponding temperature 215

or strain change through the equations in (6). 216
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the experimental setup (the acronyms are explained in the text).

Averaging the cross-correlation traces Inxcorr(t) as described217

in (15) is key for the operation of the proposed method to218

increase the spatial resolution of the CP φ-OTDR, as it mitigates219

the critical SNR reduction induced when dividing Ipb(f) into220

sub-bands. The extraction of Λ(t) in (8) works properly only221

when the central correlation peak is the highest, but if two traces222

with low SNR are used in (14), noise-induced side peaks at223

random lags may exhibit higher magnitudes. In such cases, Λ(t)224

extracted from (8) is an outlier value and does not represent the225

perturbation affecting the fiber. Even after averaging all the shifts226

extracted from the N different correlation traces, the results will227

only be comparable (in terms of SNR) to the ones obtained using228

directly a single short pulse, thus generally with an SNR being229

too low to be useful. However, since the noise-induced side peaks230

in (1) appear at different lags for different cross-correlation231

traces, their amplitude can be significantly dampened by av-232

eraging Inxcorr(t), allowing a correct extraction of the central233

correlation peak shift. It is not possible to use an arbitrary234

high value of N since a too low SNR and correlation time235

will generate chaotic results with no recoverable information.236

Since each sub-window corresponds to a shorter pulse, also237

the maximum Λ(t) measurable shot-to-shot will be reduced.238

However, using standard parameters, such value will still be239

enough to monitor the vast majority of usual perturbations. The240

slight unevenness (<5 dB) of the band Ipb(f) visible in Fig. 1(d)241

does not influence the quality of the results since the method is242

based on temporal cross-correlations. Such distortion will only243

impact slightly the amplitude of the correlation traces, but not the244

information of the temperature-strain perturbations contained in245

the temporal shift of the correlation peak.246

So far, the description of the method has been based on the247

use of non-overlapping independent sub-windows, exhibiting248

uncorrelated noise that guarantees an efficient noise reduction249

by the averaging operation in (15). Such efficiency is reduced250

if partially overlapped sub-windows are used. This is because251

of the increased noise correlation; however, a larger number252

of terms available for averaging can compensate this effect,253

securing a good mitigation of the SNR reduction. Defining the254

shift between the central frequency of consecutive sub-bands255

as δW = ΔW/F , with F being an integer number called256

overlap factor, Ñ = F (N − 1) + 1 > N partially overlapped257

sub-bands can be extracted settingF > 1. Since the noise of pro-258

gressively overlapped sub-bands exhibits a growing correlation,259

the improvement provided by higher F value will saturate. The260

analysis of the SNR gain given by F can be found in Section V.261

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP262

Fig. 2 shows the setup used to experimentally demonstrate263

the performance of the proposed method based on sub-bands264

processing. A low phase-noise, continuous-wave laser at λ0 = 265

1550 nm is connected to a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) 266

after passing a polarization controller (PC), to avoid polariza- 267

tion dependent losses. The MZM modulates the amplitude of 268

the laser output according to a driving signal generated by an 269

arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). The signal consists of 270

rectangular chirped pulses at rate R ∼= 1.67 kHz with temporal 271

width τp = 200 ns, total applied chirp δυ = 4 GHz, and fre- 272

quency shift υ̃0 = 5 GHz. The larger δυ with respect to usual 273

values (∼1 GHz) partially compensates the reduction in the 274

maximum measurable Λ(t) caused by sub-bands processing. 275

A semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), with rise time of 276

1 ns and driven by a different (but synchronized) channel of the 277

AWG, is used to increase the extinction ratio of the pulses. The 278

optical spectrum of the modulated signal at the output of the SOA 279

exhibits a central carrier atλ0 and two symmetrical flat sidebands 280

of same width δυ, but opposite chirp rate, representing the 281

spectrum of the linearly chirped pulses. By adjusting the MZM 282

bias voltage, the amplitude of the carrier is reduced to match the 283

peak amplitude of the sidebands, thus avoiding photodetector 284

saturation due to strong DC components. To compensate the 285

losses introduced mostly by the MZM, an erbium-doped fiber 286

amplifier (EDFA) is inserted to boost the pulse power as much 287

as possible but avoiding the onset of modulation instability. The 288

amplified spontaneous emission noise (ASE) introduced by the 289

EDFA is removed by a reflective fiber Bragg grating (FBG) 290

filter, centered at λ0, before launching the pulses into the fiber 291

under test (FUT). The backscattering signal E(t) generated by 292

the FUT, whose spectrum still exhibits a double sideband modu- 293

lation, is amplified by a second EDFA at the receiver front-end, 294

followed by a narrow band (NB) optical filter. The bandwidth of 295

the NB filter is tuned to suppress one of the chirped sidebands 296

(with a high rejection of more than 30 dB) and the ASE. Note 297

that while the choice of which sideband must be suppressed is 298

irrelevant for the method, their chirp rate shows opposite sign 299

thus affecting the sign of the results if not properly taken into 300

account. Finally, a 12 GHz photodetector (PD), followed by an 301

oscilloscope (OSC) triggered by the AWG is used to collect the 302

received traces I(t). Such traces are directly low-pass filtered by 303

the OSC with a cut-off frequency fLPF = 9.5 GHz to remove 304

high-frequency noise. The decision of inserting the NB filter 305

at the end of the setup was taken after observing that no gain 306

reduction was induced in the first EDFA when both sidebands 307

of the input pulse were being amplified. This solution allowed 308

to minimize the total amount of ASE reaching the PD, thus 309

improving the received signal quality. 310

The FUT consists of a standard single-mode optical fiber 311

of length LFUT
∼= 100 m which incorporates aluminum alloy 312

wires running in parallel to the fiber. The wires can be made 313

accessible in various points where the FUT can be heated up 314
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Fig. 3. (a) Temperature changes measured for different spatial resolutions with fixed overlap factorF = 7. The black dashed line represents the applied temperature
change. (b) Temperature change measured over a temporal interval of 9 seconds (using N = 10 and F = 7). The red dashed lines identify the heated fiber section
of length Lp. (c) Comparison between the measured temperature change magnitude with respect to the applied one.

through Joule effect by applying a voltage VFUT between any315

two accessible points. The fiber-wire bundle is covered by a316

thick polymeric coating that allows for partial isolation from317

external perturbations, thus ideally securing a uniform and effi-318

cient temperature change. The temperature changes in the fiber319

as a function of the current are calibrated using standard CP320

phase sensitive reflectometry methods [18].321

IV. RESULTS322

To experimentally demonstrate the spatial resolution im-323

provement provided by sub-bands processing, a segment of the324

FUT of length Lp = 2.5 m, centered at position z = 33.5 m,325

has been heated up uniformly by applying a constant voltage326

VFUT = 1.2 V to the metallic wires attached to the FUT. The327

oscilloscope is set to acquire214 traces at a rateR, monitoring the328

perturbation acting on the fiber for about 9 seconds. To smooth329

down fast environmental changes that could reduce the quality330

of the correlation operation in (14), the traces collected every331

three consecutive acquisitions have been averaged, limiting the332

effective measurement rate to Reff
∼= 550 Hz. To secure a333

visible temperature change, two arbitrary traces separated by334

δt = 0.24 s, have been selected as Ir(t) and Im(t), and the335

corresponding passband terms Ipb,r(f) and Ipb,m(f) have been336

extracted with a digital rectangular passband filter of width δυ.337

Finally, the overlap factor has been set to F = 7 based on the338

optimization process described in Section V.339

The proposed method has then been executed for different340

values of N = [1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 13, 15],corresponding to spa-341

tial resolutions of SR = [20, 10, 5, 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1.3] m and342

a total number of sub-bands Ñ = [1, 8, 22, 50, 64, 85, 99].343

Results are shown in Fig. 3(a), where we can see that, for the344

values ofN < 8, corresponding to spatial resolutions larger than345

Lp = 2.5 m, the measured results show a hot-spot with distorted346

magnitude, spread over a section of the fiber proportional to347

the spatial resolution. In these cases, the longitudinal shift Λ of348

the local pattern of the backscattering trace Inpb,m(t) occupies349

at most a fraction of the correlation window τ̃c. Consequently, 350

no improvement in the spatial resolution can be observed in 351

Fig. 3(a) for N < 8, resulting in a temperature change pro- 352

file having a distorted hot-spot. This effect can be especially 353

observed for values of N ≤ 4, when the amplitudes and the 354

full-width at half-maximum of the measured hot-spot are visibly 355

different from the applied temperature change (represented in the 356

figure by the black dashed line). For values of N ≥ 8, however, 357

the size of the correlation window τ̃c is equal or shorter than 358

the perturbed segment Lp. Hence, the temporal correlation in 359

(14) correctly estimates the temperature-induced shifts with an 360

improved spatial resolution. The results of the proposed method 361

agree very well with the real applied temperature change. Ob- 362

serving the lines corresponding toN ≥ 8 in Fig. 3(a), the effects 363

of the increased spatial resolution can be verified by the sharper 364

transitions in the temperature profile. Finally, Fig. 3(a) also 365

shows that the procedure introduces only a minimal measure- 366

ment SNR degradation, which can be verified by the small 367

increase in the temperature profile oscillations out of the hot-spot 368

location. This result confirms that the averaging operation be- 369

tween the traces Inxcorr(t) computed from overlapped sub-bands 370

is an effective solution for compensating the SNR reduction. 371

It must be pointed out that the change in the input pulse indeed 372

does not influence the high performance of the standard CP 373

φ-OTDR setup such as the robustness to signal fading or the 374

high sensitivity. This can be verified by tracking the temperature 375

change of the fiber section around the position z = 33.5 m 376

during the 9 s of acquisition. The results are shown in Fig. 3(b) 377

and 3(c) where a linearly growing temperature change around 378

the hot-spot can be observed over time without distortion or 379

signal loss. For this measurement N = 15 has been chosen, 380

thus securing a spatial resolution of SR = 1.3 m. As can be 381

seen, the magnitude of the measured ΔT closely follows the 382

applied perturbation and the position of the hot-spot is correctly 383

identified, spread over a fiber section of length Lp. 384

To compare the advantages in monitoring long perturbations 385

obtained by the sub-bands processing with respect to the original 386
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Fig. 4. (a) Temperature change over 25 meters measured with the original chirped-pulse φ-OTDR method (SR = 20 meter) (blue line) and with the proposed
high resolution method (N = 10→ SR = 2 m, F = 7) (red line). (b) Comparison between the temperature profile measured with the original method and pulses
of τp = 20 ns, providing a spatial resolution SR = 2 m (blue line) and the temperature profile measured with the proposed high resolution method using pulses
of τp = 200 ns and setting N = 10, thus SR = 2 m and F = 7.

CP φ-OTDR, a temperature change has been induced on a fiber387

segment of length Lp = 25 m, centered around the position388

z = 37 m. As before, the temperature change has been gener-389

ated through Joule heating of the metallic wires. However, to390

guarantee a visible perturbation over such a long fiber segment,391

the applied voltage has been raised up to VFUT = 8 V. The392

traces have been first collected using the standard CP φ-OTDR393

setup, sending pulses of width τp = 200 ns to provide a spa-394

tial resolution of SR = 20 m. After the acquisition, the power395

supply was turned off to let the fiber cool down to room temper-396

ature before turning it on again and measure with the proposed397

high-resolution setup. The measurement results obtained by both398

systems are shown in Fig. 4(a), where the blue line represents the399

temperature profile extracted with the standard setup, while the400

red one represents the high-resolution curve obtained through401

sub-bands processing. The reference and measurement traces402

have been separated by δt = 0.24 s in the two cases and a403

value of N = 15 has been chosen. As can be seen, the results404

obtained from both setups correctly identify the position and the405

magnitude of the perturbation but, as expected, the transients of406

the trace computed from the original CP φ-OTDR are much407

longer than the transients of the trace extracted by applying408

sub-bands processing. Moreover, the increased spatial resolution409

allows a more accurate evaluation of the perturbation affecting410

the fiber. In particular, the trace obtained by applying sub-bands411

processing highlights a non-uniform temperature profile along412

the perturbed fiber section, which is hidden in the standard413

setup by its low spatial resolution. The high-resolution trace414

exhibits a 2-fold reduction in the SNR evaluated outside the415

hot-spot region, compared to the trace measured with the original416

setup. Nevertheless, such an SNR reduction has only a negligible417

impact on the results quality.418

A final demonstration of the performance improvement pro-419

vided by the proposed method has been realized by comparing420

the measurements of a Lp = 2.5 m-long temperature change421

obtained by a standard CP φ-OTDR with a 2 m spatial res-422

olution and the proposed method with the same resolution.423

For this, a standard CP φ-OTDR has been implemented using424

pulses of τp = 20 ns and a total applied chirp of δυ = 0.4 GHz. 425

The proposed high-resolution CP φ-OTDR has been however 426

implemented with much longer pulses of τp = 200 ns, chirp 427

of δυ = 4 GHz, and N = 10 sub-bands, securing the same 428

spatial resolution of SR = 2 m. As can be seen in Fig. 4(b), 429

the temperature profile measured with sub-bands processing 430

exhibits a much higher measurement quality compared to the 431

one obtained by the standard setup. Indeed, while the measured 432

temperature change matches the applied perturbation in both 433

cases, the measurement with the standard setup shows high- 434

amplitude spikes caused in the cross-correlation process due to 435

the low measurement SNR. This way, result clearly demonstrates 436

the significant improvement provided by the setup and sub-band 437

processing proposed. 438

V. OVERLAP FACTOR OPTIMIZATION 439

Section II described the technique proposed in this paper 440

based on the extraction of overlapped sub-bands from the spec- 441

trum Ipb(f), followed by an averaging process to mitigate the 442

consequent SNR reduction. To extract overlapped sub-bands, 443

the central frequency of the applied digital passband filter is 444

shifted in steps of δW = ΔW/F , where F is an integer number 445

called overlap factor. Using then a factor F > 1 results in 446

Ñ = F (N − 1) + 1 > N overlapped sub-bands. Assuming the 447

noise affecting Ipb(f) to be white, for F = 1 the N independent 448

sub-bands will all have uncorrelated noise. This can secure the 449

maximum efficiency in the averaging process described in (15), 450

to reduce the error in the estimation of the shiftsΛ(t). Using large 451

values of F , a high number of windows can be exploited for 452

averaging; however, the noise affecting overlapped sub-bands 453

becomes progressively more correlated and the efficiency of the 454

averaging process is reduced. A high value of F will not then 455

proving any benefit. Nevertheless, low values ofF still guarantee 456

significant SNR mitigation gains. This is clearly represented in 457

Fig. 5(a), which shows the retrieved temperature profile over an 458

unperturbed fiber section (i.e., the impact of the system noise) 459

for different overlap factors F . Fig. 5(b) shows the temperature 460
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Fig. 5. (a) Comparison between the unperturbed sections of the fiber measured for different values of F ; (b) Normalized standard deviation σ for different values
of F compared with the normalized standard deviations of the original setup with different spatial resolutions.

standard deviation measured over fiber locations out of the461

applied hot-spot, showing a strong reduction of the temperature462

noise when increasing F from 1 to 7. The improvement is463

however significantly reduced when F is increased to 14. The464

total chirp δυ applied to the pulse affects the overlap factor,465

since for a given F a larger chirp implies a larger bandwidth of466

the K sub-bands and a lower noise correlation. To achieve the467

highest SNR mitigation gain, the optimal value ofF must then be468

identified every time the pulse parameters are changed. However,469

often the value ofF = 7 can be considered a default considering470

that the complexity of the algorithm increases for increasing471

values of F and that the normalized standard deviation does not472

change significantly beyond that value.473

The easiest way to identify the optimum value of the overlap474

factor consists in computing the noise standard deviation σ of475

the retrieved temperature profile as a function of F . The data476

represented in Fig. 4(a) are used to perform this analysis, in order477

to allow a comparison of the σ achieved with our technique with478

respect to the original setup. For our setup, the overlap factor F479

has been varied from 1 to 20 and the σF have been computed480

in the short unperturbed fiber section S = [70, 95] m since, as481

can be seen in Fig. 5(a), the noise evolves over lengths much482

shorter than the spatial resolution and the high spatial sampling483

guarantees a sufficiently accurate estimation. For the original484

setup, where the input pulse width has been set to τp = 200 ns to485

provide a SR = 20 m, the standard deviation σ20m is computed486

over the same section S. The σF have been normalized then to487

σ20m to highlight the SNR reduction introduced by our technique488

with respect to the original system. As can be seen in Fig. 5(b),489

the σF show a decreasing behavior for increasing values of F ,490

which corresponds to a progressively stronger mitigation of the491

SNR reduction. The curve saturates at a mean value of 1.77492

after F = 7, proving that the proposed method may achieve493

a significant SR improvement at the cost of a SNR reduction494

lower than a factor 2 with respect to the original setup. Since an495

overlap factor greater than F = 7 does not provide any further496

improvement, it can be considered as the optimal one for the497

chosen parameters. For the sake of comparison, the normalized498

standard variation of the noise σ2m of the original setup when a499

pulse of width τp = 20 ns, SR = 2 m, is used (data represented 500

in Fig. 4(b)) is added to Fig. 5(b). As can be seen, in such a case 501

our technique guarantees better performance even without using 502

overlapped sub-bands. 503

VI. CONCLUSION 504

In this paper, a method to improve the spatial resolution of 505

CP φ-OTDR systems based on sub-bands processing has been 506

proposed and experimentally demonstrated. The division of the 507

fiber response to the chirped pulse into spectral sub-bands, and 508

the consequent processing, allows to convert a measurement 509

performed with a long pulse (and hence a low spatial resolution), 510

in a measurement with high spatial resolution at the cost of a 511

slightly reduced SNR (less than a factor 2 in our demonstration). 512

The reduced pulse width caused by the sub-band processing, 513

proportionally limits the maximum shot-to-shot measurable 514

temperature or strain gradient. However, for the trigger rates 515

and chirp bandwidths used in this work this range reduction 516

still allow measuring the vast majority of physical processes 517

of interest (e.g., intrusions, small seismic features, etc.). Note 518

that in all cases, the actual measurement range can exceed 519

substantially that one allowed by the chirp bandwidth, simply 520

by using temporally adjacent traces and keeping track of the 521

previous measurements [24]. Note also that to avoid distortions 522

in the linear chirp generated by the MZM, the intensity of the 523

driving signal generated by the AWG has to be reduced, limiting 524

the magnitude of the generated chirped sidebands and conse- 525

quently the maximum measurement range. By implementing 526

more precise techniques to realize the sidebands or by finding 527

a different way to add the carrier to the input pulse, without 528

increasing the phase noise, such limitation can be further relaxed. 529
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